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Neomounts floor stand

Brand : Neomounts Product code: NS-M1250BLACK

Product name : Neomounts floor stand

Neomounts Mobile Monitor/TV Floor Stand for 37-70" screen - Black
Neomounts floor stand. Maximum weight capacity: 70 kg, Minimum screen size: 94 cm (37"), Maximum
screen size: 177.8 cm (70"), Minimum VESA mount: 200 x 200 mm, Maximum VESA mount: 600 x 400
mm. Tilt angle range: 0 - 5°. Product colour: Black

Mounting

Minimum screen size * 94 cm (37")
Maximum weight capacity * 70 kg
Maximum screen size * 177.8 cm (70")
Minimum VESA mount * 200 x 200 mm
Maximum VESA mount * 600 x 400 mm

Panel mounting interface 200 x 200,300 x 300,400 x 400,600
x 400

Number of displays supported * 1
Mounting type * Floor

Ergonomics

Tilt angle range 0 - 5°
Angle of rotation 90°
Included number of shelves 1
Cable management
Tilt adjustment

Design

Product colour * Black

Technical details

Number of wheels 4 wheel(s)

Weight & dimensions

Width 920 mm

Weight & dimensions

Depth 700 mm
Height 137 mm
Package width 1020 mm
Package depth 865 mm
Package height 135 mm
Package net weight 22.5 kg

Logistics data

Master (outer) case width 1020 mm
Master (outer) case length 865 mm
Master (outer) case height 135 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 26.4 kg
Products per master (outer) case 1 pc(s)
Master (outer) case net weight 22.5 kg
Harmonized System (HS) code 7326909890
Products per pallet (EU) 11 pc(s)

Other features

Country of origin China
Wheels
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